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Abstract

Recently, four different operative techniques, referring to the primary anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) repair, were
described. These are the dynamic intraligamentary stabilization (DIS) with Ligamys™, the Bridge-enhanced repair
(BEAR), the use of internal brace, and the refixation with suture anchors. The purpose of this study was to assess
the already-published, clinical, and pre-clinical results of those techniques. A literature review was conducted and
implemented by three independent researchers. Inclusion criteria were clinical or cadaveric or animal studies about
patients suffering from ACL rupture, who were treated with one of those four different arthroscopic techniques of
primary ACL repair. There were 10 clinical trials dealing with the different techniques of primary ACL repair and 12
cadaveric or animal studies. The majority of the published clinical trials investigated the dynamic intraligamentary
stabilization (DIS), while only four studies referred to the three other surgical techniques. Most of the clinical trials
suggested that primary ACL repair should be done during the first 14–21 days after a proximal ACL rupture and not
later. Further clinical evidence is needed for the techniques of bridge-enhanced ACL repair, internal brace, and
suture anchors ACL refixation in order to support the animal and cadaveric biomechanical studies. Till now, the
existing clinical trials were not enough to establish the use of those techniques in the ACL-ruptured patients. On
the contrary, the Dynamic intraligamentary stabilization with Ligamys™ device demonstrated very promising results
in different types of clinical studies.

Keywords: Primary ACL repair, Dynamic intraligamentary stabilization, Bridge-enhanced ACL repair, Internal brace,
Suture anchors, Literature review

Key points

� The findings of this review suggest that orthopedic
science has moved “back to the future” by
rediscovering previous anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) repair strategies couched in sophisticated,
modernized surgical techniques of the twentieth-
first century.

� The dynamic intraligamentary stabilization (DIS)
with Ligamys™, the Bridge-enhanced repair (BEAR),
the use of internal brace, and the suture anchors are
among these methods.

� The existing clinical trials are not enough to
establish the use of (a) bridge-enhanced ACL repair,
(b) internal brace, or (c) suture anchors ACL
refixation for primary ACL repair. In contrast, the
dynamic intraligamentary stabilization with Ligamys™
device has demonstrated very promising results in
different types of clinical studies.* Correspondence: alexandermalahias@yahoo.gr
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Background
Between 34 and 44 out of 100,000 people in western coun-
tries undergo annually an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
reconstruction, a fact that demonstrates the frequency of
this type of injury in the general population [1, 2]. How-
ever, there is a controversy concerning the optimal man-
agement of ACL ruptures and several cases of inadequate
recovery of knee function have been reported in the litera-
ture [3–5]. Indeed, rerupture often accompanies ACL
reconstruction in young active adults when they return to
sports [6–8]. Furthermore, in 10 to 30% of patients who
reach their preoperative activity level after surgery, a sec-
ond knee injury will follow [9–12]. Also, donor-site mor-
bidity and weakening of secondary knee stabilizers have
been reported as drawbacks of the use of autologous grafts,
such as semitendinosus or patellar tendons [13–16].
According to Biau et al. [17], about 4 out of 10 patients

recovered completely after ACL reconstruction; the per-
centages of a normal International Knee Documentation
Committee (IKDC) score in the patients who underwent
an operation with a semitendinosus or a ligamentum pa-
tellae graft were 33 and 41%, respectively. This fact could
be possibly explained by the loss of the important role that
native ACL plays in proprioception, due to the sensory
nerve fibers which it contains [18, 19].
Apart from the negative influence of the ACL tear to

the function of the knee, this injury has also been associ-
ated with the development of osteoarthritis [20]. So, a
self-healing of a ruptured ACL would be beneficial for the
proprioception and function of the knee joint; indeed,
some studies have supported the possibility of biological
self-healing of the ligament [21–23]. ACL transplants have
shown inferior outcomes in comparison with the healthy
ACL in terms of rupture rates, a fact that jeopardizes the
stability of the knee joint after ACL reconstruction [8].
These factors have led the research to the exploration

of techniques of arthroscopic primary ACL repair [24].
Historically, open primary ACL repair was the gold
standard treatment in the 1970s and 1980s, demonstrat-
ing rather controversial results [25]. After the arrival of
the knee arthroscopy and the establishment of the ACL
reconstruction with grafts, this technique was aban-
doned [25, 26]. However, these evolutions are sometimes
not linear and periodically undergo paradigm shifts [25].
Surprisingly, in the last 10 years, we noticed the develop-
ment of various medical devices by different companies
concerning an arthroscopic primary repair of the native
ACL [27–30]. In a way the orthopedic research rediscov-
ered the old primary ACL repair, but more sophisticated,
as it is required nowadays, with the use of bioactive scaf-
folds, specialized devices, and arthroscopic minimally in-
vasive techniques.
The dynamic intraligamentary stabilization (DIS) with

Ligamys™ [31], the Bridge-enhanced repair (BEAR) [32],

the use of internal brace [33], and the suture anchors
[34] are among these methods. A number of pre-clinical
[29, 30, 35–37] and clinical [38–43] studies investigated
the efficacy of those techniques. A literature review was
performed regarding the clinical and biomechanical re-
sults of the aforementioned operative techniques.

Main text
Materials and Methods
A narrative review of the literature was conducted by
three independent reviewers (MM, DC, VR) who used
the MEDLINE/PubMed database and the Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews. These databases were
searched using the terms “dynamic intraligamentary
stabilization acl” and “bridge-enhanced acl repair” and
“internal brace acl” and “anchors primary acl repair”. To
maximize the search, backward chaining of reference
lists from retrieved papers was also undertaken. As for
the search about the term “dynamic intraligamentary
stabilization acl”, from the 14 initial studies, we finally
chose and assessed 6 clinical studies which were eligible
to our inclusion-exclusion criteria plus 4 cadaveric or
animal studies. Regarding the search of the term
“bridge-enhanced acl repair”, from the 7 initial studies
we finally chose and assessed 1 clinical comparative trial
and 6 animal studies which were eligible to our
inclusion-exclusion criteria. Furthermore, from the ini-
tial 34 articles which were found through the search of
the term “internal brace acl,” only 1 clinical and 1 animal
study were fitting to our criteria. Finally, from the 8 arti-
cles identified through the search of the term “anchors
primary acl repair,” we chose 2 clinical and 1 animal
study which met our criteria.
Inclusion criteria were clinical or cadaveric or animal

studies dealing with a primary ACL repair technique (dy-
namic intraligamentary stabilization or bridge-enhanced
ACL repair or ACL internal brace or suture anchors
primary ACL repair). The clinical trials should have
contained a clinical follow-up evaluation (with tests
and/or scores), while all of the studies included must
have been written in English or German. Furthermore,
they should have been published by August 31, 2017
(end of our search).
Exclusion criteria were studies dealing with ACL recon-

struction, studies not investigating arthroscopic tech-
niques of primary ACL repair (dynamic intraligamentary
stabilization or bridge-enhanced ACL repair or ACL in-
ternal brace or suture anchors primary ACL repair), arti-
cles not written in English or German, clinical trials not
containing a clinical follow-up evaluation (with tests and/
or scores), editorial comments, case reports, literature or
systematic reviews or meta-analyses, duplicate studies,
and articles written after August 31, 2017.
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As a result, we excluded all the irrelevant studies,
non-describing the four aforementioned techniques (27),
technical notes (3), editorial comments (2), case reports
(1), and articles with no clinical outcome (2). We did
not include also systematic reviews (5) or meta-analyses.
In addition, we excluded one pilot study of Eggli et al.
which illustrated the short-term results (24 months) of a
small series treated with DIS [43]. This study was fully
overlapped by a study published 1 year later with the
same patients, who were followed-up for a much longer
period (60 months) [39]. Among these two studies, we
chose to include in our review the later published with
the long-term results [39].
A summary flowchart of our literature search can be

found in Fig. 1. The quality of the evidence was classified
using the US Preventive Services Task Force system for
ranking level of evidence.
Differences between reviewers were discussed until

agreement was achieved. If no agreement could be
reached, it was planned that the senior author (VN)
would decide. The three reviewers (MM, DC, VR) inde-
pendently extracted data from each study and assessed

variable reporting of outcome data. The methodological
quality of each study included and the detected bias
were assessed independently by each reviewer. As for
the clinical studies, the primary outcome measure
was the postoperative statistically significant improve-
ment of the clinical scores used in comparison with
the preoperative scores per study. Secondary outcome
was the reoperations’ rate per study. All data gener-
ated or analyzed during this study are included in this
published article.

Results
Overall, our search resulted in 10 clinical and 12 cadav-
eric and animal studies. From the clinical studies, 6 were
about DIS, 1 about BEAR, 1 about internal brace, and 2
about anchors primary ACL repair (Table 1).
From the cadaveric and animal studies, 4 were about

DIS, 6 about BEAR, 1 about internal brace, and 1 about
anchors primary ACL repair (Fig. 2).
In total, there were 497 ACL-ruptured patients treated

with the DIS, while 32 patients were operated with

Records identified through 
database searching

(n =63)

Additional records identified 
through other sources

(n = 0)

Records after duplicates removed
(n =63)

Records screened
(n =63)

Records excluded
(n =36)

Full-text articles 
assessed for eligibility

(n =27)

Full-text articles 
excluded, with reasons 
[Overlapping articles 
(n=1), clinical studies 

with no outcome (n=2), 
technical notes (n=1), 
irrelevant study (n=1)]

Clinical and preclinical 
studies included in 

qualitative synthesis
(n =22)

Clinical studies included 
in quantitative synthesis 

(n=10)

Fig. 1 Flow chart of study selection according to PRISMA guidelines for reporting systematic reviews and meta-analyses
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suture anchors, 10 patients with the BEAR technique
and only 3 patients were treated with the use of the in-
ternal brace. The demographic characteristics of each
clinical study are mentioned in Table 2.

Clinical Studies
Dynamic Intraligamentary Stabilization (DIS) The
DIS technique includes the insertion of a threaded sleeve

from the anteromedial side of the tibia, with a preloaded
spring and a mechanism for stabilizing the spring on the
tibia (Fig. 3).
Afterwards, a braided wire is passed through the mid-

dle of the torn ACL and is secured to the lateral surface
of the femur with a button. The knee is held in a poster-
ior drawer by the preloaded spring, via which the two
ends of the ruptured ACL are approximated [27].
Biery et al. found, after a 2-year follow-up that patients

who underwent Dynamic intraligamentary stabilization
(DIS) with Ligamys™ device (MATHYS European Ortho-
paedics) returned to work 1 month earlier than patients
who underwent conventional anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR) [31].This difference probably re-
lated to the earlier surgical timing of DIS in comparison
with ACLR [31]. However, no difference was noted be-
tween the two groups regarding treatment costs, revision
rates, and secondary arthroscopies. DIS, according to the
authors, could be an acceptable treatment option for
ACL rupture [31].
Furthermore, Büchler et al. studied patients who were

operated with DIS technique and noticed, after a
one-year follow-up, that the rerupture rate was low and,
moreover, the functional recovery was satisfactory [38].
Also, Eggli et al., after a 5-year follow up of patients to
whom DIS was performed for a fresh ACL rupture (up
to 14 days), remarked that the survival rate was 80%
[39]. The authors also underlined the excellent outcomes
and satisfaction of patients with a functionally healed
ACL at the last follow-up [39].
Some other authors evaluated the use of DIS with

additional techniques for the amelioration of clinical
outcomes. For example, Evangelopoulos et al. evalu-
ated the application of a collagen membrane on the
ACL of patients who underwent DIS with Ligamys™ de-
vice for a mid-substance ACL rupture and compared
the outcomes with those of patients to whom a solitary
DIS was performed [40]. After a 2-year follow-up, the
authors found that in the former group of patients
there was a reduced incidence of complications, such
as reruptures and extension deficit [40]. So, it was
concluded that solitary DIS for mid-substance ACL
ruptures was an inferior treatment option to the
additional application of a collagen membrane on ACL
[40]. Moreover, Kösters et al. showed that DIS accom-
panied by microfracturing of the notch could biomech-
anically and biologically promote self-healing of a
ruptured ACL [41].
In addition, Henle et al. performed a study which eval-

uated the outcomes of DIS at a series of patients, whose
follow-up was 2 years [20]. The authors concluded that
anatomical repositioning, combined with DIS and
microfracturing, resulted in clinically stable healing of
the ruptured ACL in most of their patients [20].

Table 1 Clinical studies: level of evidence and the type of the
implant

Study Year of
publication

Technique Level of
evidence

Bieri et al. [31] 2017 DIS III

Büchler et al. [38] 2016 DIS IV

Eggli et al. [39] 2016 DIS IV

Evangelopoulos et al. [40] 2017 DIS III

Kösters et al. [41] 2015 DIS IV

Henle et al. [20] 2015 DIS IV

Murray et al. [32] 2016 BEAR II

Smith et al. [33] 2016 Internal brace IV

Achtnich et al. [34] 2016 Suture anchors III

DiFelice et al. [42] 2015 Suture anchors IV

Level of evidence II: individual cohort study or non-randomized, prospective,
controlled, clinical study
Level of evidence III: case-control study
Level of evidence IV: case series
DIS dynamic intraligamentary stabilization, BEAR bridge-enhanced ACL repair

Fig. 2 Bar graph depicting the number of preclinical studies
investigating the DIS technique, the BEAR, the ACL internal brace
and the suture anchors ACL repair. DIS: dynamic intraligamentary
stabilization, BEAR: bridge-enhanced ACL repair, Int. Brace: internal
brace, Sut. Anchors: suture anchors, ACL: anterior cruciate ligament
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Bridge-Enhanced ACL Repair (BEAR) Regarding the
BEAR procedure [32], a No. 2 Vicryl suture is placed in
the tibial end of the ruptured ACL and passes through a
button with two No. 2 Ethibond sutures. The button
passes through a drilled femoral tunnel and is secured
on the lateral surface of the femur. The two looped Ethi-
bond sutures (4 matched ends) are passed through a
scaffold, which includes extracellular matrix proteins
from bovine tissue, and through a drilled tibial tunnel.
Ten milliliters of autologous vein blood are added to the
scaffold, which is then passed into the femoral notch
and the Ethibond sutures are tied over another button
on the tibia. The ends of the No. 2 Vicryl suture are tied
over the femoral button.
Murray et al. investigated whether bridge-enhanced

anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) repair (BEAR) was as-
sociated with a deep joint infection (arthrocentesis with
positive culture) or significant inflammation (clinical
symptoms justifying arthrocentesis but negative culture)
[32]. The authors found that BEAR procedure (Boston
Children’s Hospital) did not cause such complications
and, moreover, led to significantly better hamstring
strength in comparison with ACL reconstruction with
hamstring autograft, at a 3-month follow-up [32]. Effu-
sion, pain, and failures did not differ significantly be-
tween the two groups of patients who underwent the
two procedures [32].

Internal Brace As far as the internal brace is concerned
[33], a non-absorbable braided suture is put via a suture

passing device through the proximal end of the torn
ACL. The internal brace comprises a non-absorbable
braided tape which is placed on a fixation device. The
construct is pulled through the drilled tibial tunnel and,
afterwards, up into the femoral tunnel via the passing
sutures. The fixation device is put onto the lateral sur-
face of the femur. The distal end of the internal brace is
placed in the tibial metaphysis via a bioabsorbable suture
anchor screw.
Our search resulted in one clinical study [33] and a

case report, which was excluded from our analysis [44].
Smith et al. investigated the outcomes of ACL repair
with the use of an internal brace (Arthrex) in a small
series of three children [33]. Two children with a
complete proximal ACL rupture and a third with a con-
comitant tibial spine avulsion underwent direct surgical
repair, enhanced with an internal brace, which was re-
moved after 3 months [33]. The authors noted that this
method led to complete ACL healing and knee stability
3 months after surgery, a return to normal activities was
done at 4 months, and excellent knee function without
growth disturbance was found beyond 2 years [33]. The
study demonstrated that internal brace could be an at-
tractive alternative to ACL reconstruction, where an ad-
equate ACL remnant allows direct repair [33].

Anchors Primary ACL Repair According to the suture
anchors technique, a twist-in cannula is put into the
anteromedial portal [34]. Afterwards, a curved 90° Su-
ture Lasso device is passed through the proximal end of

Table 2 Demographic data and mean follow-up per clinical study

Study Technique Number of patients Sex Mean age (years) Follow-up
(months)

Bieri et al. [31] DIS 53-DIS
53 Conventional reconstruction

43M:10F
Per group

30 (1st group)
31 (2nd group)

24

Büchler et al. [38] DIS 45 32M-13F 26 12

Eggli et al. [39] DIS 10 8M-2F 23.3 60

Evangelopoulos et al. [40] DIS 23 With collagen application,
33 without collagen application

15M-8F (1st group)
24M-9F (2nd group)

30 (1st group)
27 (2nd group)

24

Kösters et al. [41] DIS 55 31M-24F 30.4 12

Henle et al. [20] DIS 278 163M-115F 31 24

Murray et al. [32] BEAR 20 (2 groups of 10) 4M-6F (BEAR)
2M-8F (Control)

24.1 (BEAR)
24.6 (Control)

3

Smith et al. [33] Internal brace 3 1M-2F 6 12
21
24

Achtnich et al. [34] Anchors primary
ACL repair

21 (Anchors primary ACL repair)-20
(control)

No significant difference
between sexes

30 (Anchors primary
ACL repair)
33.6 (Control)

28

DiFelice et al. [42] Anchors primary
ACL repair

11 10M-1F 37 42

DIS dynamic intraligamentary stabilization, BEAR bridge-enhanced ACL repair, M males, F females, ACL anterior cruciate ligament
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the torn ACL. A wire loop is inserted through an antero-
lateral portal. Via the wire loop, a No. 2 Fiber Wire su-
ture is shuttled through the end of the torn ACL. The
hole for the anchor is drilled and the anchor is put in
the middle of the ACL insertion. The ACL remnant is
then reduced to the point of the femoral insertion of the
ACL, where microfracture holes are made.
Two clinical studies were found after our search, re-

garding anchors primary ACL repair. Achtnich et al.
compared the functional outcomes between two groups
of patients who underwent ACL repair and reconstruc-
tion respectively, with a mean follow-up of 28 months
[34]. The authors found that ACL repair (proximal
refixation with knotless suture anchors and microfrac-
turing, Arthrex) provided comparable results to ACL re-
construction. Furthermore, DiFelice et al. explored the
clinical outcomes of arthroscopic suture anchor primary
ACL preservation at a mean follow-up of 3.5 years and
concluded that this method could be successful in care-
fully selected patients with excellent tissue quality and
proximal avulsion ACL tears [42].

Animal and Cadaveric Studies
Dynamic Intraligamentary Stabilization (DIS) Häberli
et al. performed a biomechanical study to evaluate the
course of translation during a simulated early postopera-
tive phase after dynamic augmentation of anterior cruci-
ate ligament tears [45]. The authors found a low
increase in anteroposterior translation of the knees that
were investigated and noted that this procedure sup-
ported ACL repair during biological healing. Moreover,
Schliemann et al. investigated DIS from a biomechanical
point of view and concluded that it could lead to a stable
knee during ACL healing [35]. It was remarked that this
technique was biomechanically superior to other
methods of operative treatment of ACL rupture [35].
Also, Kohl et al. evaluated biomechanically the DIS

technique and concluded that it resulted in close contact
between the two ends of the torn ACL, so they con-
cluded that this method could create an appropriate en-
vironment for healing of ACL and supply sufficient
anteroposterior stability of the knee [27]. Finally, another
study demonstrated the beneficial impact of DIS tech-
nique on self-healing of the torn ACL [8].

Bridge-Enhanced ACL Repair (BEAR) Biercevicz et al.
considered that their study concerning an animal model
could significantly contribute to the development of a
non-invasive technique to predict microscopic healing for
BEAR method [36]. Moreover, Kiapour et al., after per-
forming an animal study, concluded that the use of ab-
sorbable sutures during BEAR technique was associated
with significantly inferior biomechanical outcomes in fe-
males to those in males, a difference which was not

Fig. 3 Dynamic intraligamentary stabilization (DIS) with Ligamys™
device (figure supplied by and reproduced with permission from
MATHYS European Orthopaedics)
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remarked when non-absorbable sutures were used [24].
Most recently, Kiapour et al. showed in a comparative ani-
mal study that novel ACL injury treatments, like the
BEAR technique, can restore the structural and anatomic
properties of the torn ACL to those of the native ACL in
an effort to minimize the risk of early-onset posttraumatic
osteoarthritis [46].
Furthermore, Proffen et al. evaluated, with an animal

study, the use of electron beam irradiation for
sterilization of extracellular matrix scaffolds for the
reinforcement of ACL repair [37]. The authors found
that this method of sterilization was effective and had no
significant influence on in vivo function of the scaffolds.
Moreover, Proffen et al. after an animal study showed
that low-temperature ethylene oxide and electron beam
irradiation were acceptable methods of sterilization of
reconstituted extracellular matrix-derived scaffolds [28].
The slight modification of in vitro scaffold properties did
not significantly alter biologic reactions of the surround-
ing tissues in vivo.
Finally, Fleming et al. investigated in animals the use of

an extracellular matrix scaffold combined with platelets to
reinforce healing of an ACL graft [47]. The authors dem-
onstrated that only the 1× platelet concentration amelio-
rated healing for traditional ACL reconstruction, the
positive results were not enhanced by the use of 5× plate-
let concentration, while a decreased cartilage damage after
ACL reconstruction was noticed with the use of platelets.

Internal Brace Our search resulted in only one animal
study about internal brace, while no cadaveric studies
were found. The aim of this study, by Cook et al., was to
describe a canine model for all-inside arthroscopic
complete ACL reconstruction, with the use of a quadri-
ceps tendon allograft with internal brace (QTIB) [29].
Ten animals underwent complete transection of the na-
tive ACL followed by all-inside ACL reconstruction with
the QTIB construct with suspensory fixation, while 10
contralateral knees were used as controls. The dogs were
evaluated over a 6-month period using a range of out-
come measures required for preclinical animal models,
and it was shown that the use of internal brace for ACL
reconstruction could effectively contribute to knee sta-
bility and improve function without causing premature
osteoarthritis.

Anchors Primary ACL Repair As it was noted about
internal brace, only one animal study was found, after
our search, about anchors primary ACL repair. Also, no
cadaveric studies were found. The animal study by Seitz
et al. comprised 20 sheep, which were randomly
assigned to non-augmented primary ACL repair, or to
augmented ACL repair with the use of a polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) band [30]. The study focused on the

histological changes during a 1-year postoperative obser-
vation period regarding necrosis and the loss of normal
structures during the healing period. Histological healing
was done after 16 weeks for the augmented repair group
and after 26 weeks for the non-augmented repair group.
It was shown that the use of polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) band to augment ACL repair prevented the liga-
ment from necrosis and loss of normal structures, in
comparison with non-augmented repair group.

Discussion
Till recently, the general opinion is that outcomes of
open primary repair of the anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) in the historical literature were disappointing. But
is that true? According to van der List et al., in a recent
review of the old literature, tear location seems to have
played a role on the outcomes of open primary ACL re-
pair [26]. Outcomes of open primary repair in patients
with proximal tears were excellent, which confirms that
there may be a potential role for primary repair as treat-
ment for proximal ACL tears [26].
More specifically, in another historical analysis by the

same author, it was demonstrated that the open primary
ACL repair was the most common treatment in the
1970s and 1980s, but because multiple studies noted de-
terioration of outcomes at mid-term follow-up, in
addition to several randomized clinical trials (RCTs) that
noted better outcomes following ACL reconstruction,
the open primary repair technique was abandoned [25].
At the end of the open primary repair era, however, sev-
eral studies showed that outcomes of open primary re-
pair were good to excellent and did not deteriorate
when this technique was selectively performed in pa-
tients with proximal ACL tears, whereas primary repair
led to disappointing and unpredictable results in patients
with mid-substance tears [25, 26]. Unfortunately, enroll-
ment of patients in the aforementioned RCTs was
already finished, ultimately leading to abandoning of
open primary repair, despite the advantages of ligament
preservation [25].
In 2005, Strand et al. in a long-term follow-up of open

primary ACL repair suggested that open repair by suture
is no longer recommended, while further research is in-
dicated on the possible use of refixation of the ruptured
ACL by arthroscopy [48]. Over the last few years, with
the recognition of the importance of tear type and tissue
quality, there has been a renewed interest in arthro-
scopic primary ACL repair [20, 24, 41, 43]. So, we no-
ticed a crucial shift in favor of the preservation of the
native ACL, even as a remnant in the cases of ACL re-
construction [49]. Kondo et al. showed that remnant
preservation in anatomic double-bundle ACL recon-
struction significantly improved postoperative knee sta-
bility [50]. The importance of proprioception in knee
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stability and self-protection from a re-rupture led the
orthopedic science to investigate new primary ACL
repair techniques [49, 50]. In a way, our findings sug-
gest that orthopedic science has moved “back to the
future” by rediscovering previous anterior cruciate
ligament repair strategies couched in sophisticated,
modernized surgical techniques of the twentieth-first
century.
Nevertheless, a critical question emerges: why do we

need primary ACL repair when we have well-established
ACL reconstruction techniques? Indeed, the gold standard
of ACL injuries remains nowadays the autograft recon-
struction. However, many drawbacks of reconstructive
surgery exist, such as anterior knee pain, muscle atrophy
[51], and loss of range of motion [52]. Donor site pain af-
fects 32–43% of patients after anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction when the autograft is freshly harvested
bone-patellar tendon-bone tissue [53]. In addition,
normal kinematics is not restored, and osteoarthritis
is not prevented [54]. Finally, revision surgery, if ne-
cessary, can be devastating due to tunnel widening or
tunnel malpositioning [52].
Particularly, abnormal joint motion has been linked to

joint arthrosis after anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) re-
construction. The precise mechanisms contributing to
joint arthrosis after ACL reconstruction are not well
understood [46]. However, various factors have been
suggested to contribute to the risk, ranging from the
joint inflammatory response to altered biomechanics
[55]. The altered rotational position could cause changes
in tibiofemoral contact during walking that could cause
the type of degenerative changes reported in the menis-
cus and the articular cartilage following ACL injury
[54]. In addition, Ardern et al. illustrated that more
than one fourth of the ACL-reconstructed patients
were disappointed with the outcome [56]. Quadriceps
atrophy is the most obvious remaining deficit after
ACL reconstruction [51], while increased kneeling
pain in the patellar tendon-reconstructed patients was
seen consistently [57].
Finally, the tunnel widening after a re-ruptured ACL

reconstruction or a possible mal-positioning of the tun-
nels might jeopardize the clinical outcome of these pa-
tients in a revision surgery [58]. On the other side,
Kiapour et al. showed that despite nonanatomic posi-
tions of the femoral and tibial tunnels used in the
bridge-enhanced repair procedure (tunnels drilled
slightly anterior to the ACL footprint), repaired ACLs
more closely replicated the vertical alignment of the
contralateral intact ACL in the sagittal plane [46]. In
contrast, the reconstructed grafts were substantially
more vertical than their contralateral intact ACLs, even
with anatomic tunnel positions. These observations indi-
cate that the primary ACL repair is less sensitive to the

tunnel positions and that repaired ACLs heal insertion
to insertion [46].
According to the aforementioned arguments, there is

still space to reconsider a possible maintenance of the na-
tive ACL, if there would be a possible evidence-based
arthroscopic technique to support ACL primary biological
repair. Towards this direction, four alternative operative
techniques by using different medical technological
devices have been proposed. This review focused on the
existing published evidence in favor or against these
methods.
The majority (60%) of the published clinical trials

concerning the primary ACL repair investigated the
dynamic intraligamentary stabilization (DIS) with
Ligamys, while only four studies (40% of the clinical
trials) were found concerning the three other surgical
techniques (Fig. 4).
According to Bieri et al., DIS has less working days

loss than a conventional ACL reconstruction [31]. They
conducted a post-hoc analysis of prospectively collected
data in the Swiss National Accident Insurance Fund
(SUVA) database, comparing 53 DIS patients with the
same number of ACL reconstructed patients (ACLR).
DIS patients benefited from nearly 1 month shorter ab-
sence from work than ACLR patients. This was the only
comparative study we found in consideration of DIS.
Furthermore, another study of the same team sug-

gested that 45 DIS-treated patients had successful func-
tional recovery and low re-rupture rate at 1-year
follow-up [38]. This follow-up period is considered to be
rather small to evaluate this technique, while a control
group of ACL-reconstructed patients, which was lacking
in this study, might lead to safer conclusions. Even
more, Eggli et al., in a pilot study of 10 patients
treated with DIS, demonstrated a 5-year survival rate

Fig. 4 Pie chart illustrating the proportion of clinical studies included
in the review that dealt with DIS, BEAR, internal brace and suture
anchors. DIS: dynamic intraligamentary stabilization, BEAR: bridge-
enhanced ACL repair, Int. Brace: internal brace, Sut. Anchors: suture
anchors, ACL: anterior cruciate ligament
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of 80% [39]. Two re-ruptures in 10 patients are in
fact not a very low failure rate. The small number of
patients as it was a pilot study is a major drawback
of this survey, whereas the follow-up of 60 months is
the longest that we documented among the DIS clin-
ical studies.
Evangelopoulos et al. [40] dealt with the mid-sub-

stance tears which are controversial as a treatment cat-
egory in primary ACL repair, while Kösters et al. [41],
Henle et al. [20] and Eggli et al. [43] supported the use
of microfractures around the femoral footprint of the
native ACL in the acceleration of the healing-response.
Henle et al. investigated the clinical outcome of DIS in a
large case series of 278 patients [20]. Follow-up was up
to 2 years, during which 11 patients were found with
ACL re-rupture or insufficient subjective stability of the
knee. Most patients exhibited almost normal knee func-
tion, reported excellent satisfaction, and were able to re-
turn to their previous levels of sports activity. Another
interesting fact was that this strategy resulted in stable
healing of all sutured menisci, which could lower the
rate of osteoarthritic changes in future, according to the
authors.
Furthermore, Häberli et al. in a biomechanical study of

eight fresh-frozen human cadaveric knee joints showed
that anteroposterior translation of knees treated with
this dynamic augmentation procedure is low [45]. In an-
other cadaveric study, it was shown that DIS with a pre-
load of 80 N restores knee joint kinematics to a
level comparable to that of an ACL-intact knee and is
therefore capable of providing knee joint stability during
ACL healing [35]. Finally, two non-clinical studies ar-
gued in favor of the use of DIS in future clinical trials [8,
27].
The BEAR in its current form may provide a valuable

therapeutic option for patients with ACL tear. It takes
advantage of the biologic basis of wound healing in other
tissues by providing a stable provisional scaffold which
can immobilize autologous blood in the otherwise
fluid wound site. This technique has shown promise in
preclinical models. The BEAR scaffold was manufac-
tured at Boston Children’s Hospital and completed all
biocompatibility and sterility testing prior to use in the
clinical study [36, 37]. The scaffold comprised extracel-
lular matrix proteins, including collagen, that were ob-
tained from bovine tissue [28].
Considering the BEAR procedure, there was only one

clinical trial by Murray et al. [32]. The number of pa-
tients is rather very small to make conclusions in this
cohort level II study, which is the first on humans. The
similar results between the BEAR group (10 patients)
and the ACL reconstructed group (10 patients) seem
hopeful, but still we need more data from larger series
to evaluate correctly this technique. In addition, another

weak point of this study was the very short follow-up of
only 3 months. On the contrary, six animal studies
showed that the BEAR procedure is safe and effective
for the treatment of a fresh ACL rupture in the
pre-clinical level [24, 28, 36, 37, 47, 48].
According to Smith et al. [33], the temporary internal

brace (Arthrex) might be a very interesting solution for
children with open periarticular physes who experience
an ACL rupture. Requirement for this treatment is an
adequate ACL remnant, which permits direct repair.
The major disadvantage of this study is that it includes
only 3 patients in a 2-year follow-up with no comparison
to other treatment options. The excellent results cannot
be taken into serious consideration before a larger series
will be published. This was the only clinical study that
we found concerning the internal brace, so there was no
trial in adult populations apart from a case report with
excellent results [44]. In a preclinical canine model,
Cook et al. illustrated that using a quadriceps tendon
allograft with internal brace (QTIB) prevented early fail-
ure, allowed for direct, four-zone graft-to-bone healing,
and functional graft remodeling while avoiding problems
noted with use of all-synthetic grafts [29]. Despite that,
the use of a quadriceps allograft in combination with the
synthetic internal brace is totally different than the clin-
ical study in children, where the internal brace device
was used without any graft to improve self-healing of
the native ACL.
Last but not least, in a level III case-control study,

Achtnich et al. compared the results of 20 patients
treated with proximal refixation of the ACL using knot-
less suture anchors (Arthrex) and microfracturing with
20 single-bundle ACL-reconstructed patients [34]. The
big difference in this study was that the operation was
performed within 6 weeks from the injury. The results
were not statistically different, but still we noticed a 15%
re-rupture rate in the anchors-treated group while none
from the reconstructed control group had a re-rupture.
DiFelice et al. illustrated in a level IV study that ten out
of 11 patients had good subjective and clinical outcomes
after ACL preservation surgery with suture anchors
(Arthrex) at a minimum of 2 years and mean of 3.5 years’
follow-up [42]. The very small number of patients in this
case series does not help us prove the efficacy of this
treatment. Further clinical studies are needed.
In summary, preservation of the proprioception of the

native ACL, without donor site morbidity and minimal
cartilage damage are the key-points which led to the re-
search and development of new primary ACL repair tech-
niques. Most of the clinical studies (especially the DIS
clinical studies) suggest that primary ACL repair should
be done during the first 14–21 days after a proximal ACL
rupture and not later. Till now, among the 4 different pri-
mary ACL repair techniques, the DIS is by far the one,
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which has been used most frequently in patients (Fig. 4).
The clinical results of the DIS were found comparable
with the ACL reconstruction, including a small number of
complications in most studies (Table 3).
Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is not

always enough to prove if a rupture is proximal or not.
That is why this must be evaluated arthroscopically, so
that the decision of choosing either a primary ACL re-
pair technique or an ACL reconstruction will be taken
intra-operatively.
Finally, future studies may clarify if biologically en-

hanced ACL repair could result in better outcomes.
Gantenbein et al. demonstrated that mesenchymal stem
cells and collagen patches could promote healing when
they are used in a non-loading ACL repair model [59].
The authors underlined that further research concerning
mechanical loading models is needed so as to confirm
the promising results of their study.

Conclusions
Arthroscopic primary ACL repair might totally change the
way that the orthopedic surgeon thinks about ACL treat-
ment. It is not yet clear whether this will be the new real-
ity or just another trend in orthopedic evolution.

Further clinical evidence is needed for the techniques
of bridge-enhanced ACL repair, internal brace and su-
ture anchors ACL refixation to support the existing ani-
mal and cadaveric biomechanical studies. The existed
clinical trials are not enough to establish the use of those
techniques in the ACL-ruptured patients. On the con-
trary, the Dynamic intraligamentary stabilization with
Ligamys™ device demonstrated very promising results in
different types of clinical studies. Notwithstanding, the
DIS clinical studies were mostly conducted from re-
searchers coming from the same medical center, so a
need is recognized for more independent studies imple-
mented in different centers.
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